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(Dead) Bats in Unexpected Places

As I have a possession licence some bat remains have recently come to me, Derek Smith, via Martyn Phillis.

Dead lesser horseshoe bat, photo Derek Smith

Following the death of an old lady, her family were
clearing her house near Salisbury. To their surprise
a dead bat was hanging from the underside of an
upholstered dining chair. Bats have so little soft
flesh to their bodies that after death they often dry
out quickly and become “mummified” and their toes
work in such a way as to allow a hanging bat to fall
asleep without dropping – and consequently to
remain suspended even in death. So this lesser
horseshoe has dried in a lifelike pose, its colour,
brittleness and lack of weight giving it a remarkable
resemblance to something from a dried flower
arrangement. It is exquisite – only the nose leaf is a
shrivelled shadow of its former delicate self. Of
course the spark of life has gone, particularly bright
in this species. I recall my first close encounter with
bats when I was about eleven years old in
Somerset: a small group of lesser horseshoes
hanging above me in an outhouse, their faces
rapidly twitching from side to side as they examined
me with their echolocation.

Conversely two brown long eared bats were found
as skeletons. They were both found in a gravy boat
on a dresser shelf. No doubt they too became

mummified at first but note the “bits” all over the remains. These are invertebrate droppings – I suspect those
of clothes moth caterpillars. (I kept a dried long eared bat in a plastic box and after several months I looked
at it and found the dried flesh and fur gone and frass and cocoons in their place. A few days in the freezer
should save the horseshoe from this fate.) The perforations on the side of the cranium are a natural feature of
long eared bat skulls, not damage. Filled with cartilage in life, they, along with other features, confirm
identification as they don’t occur in other British bats. (Not a lot of people know that!)

Brown long eared bat, photos Derek Smith


